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Regardless of the varieties of interpretation of the poem, the journey itself arrests attention. With the.

Lines nine through twelve are the core of the criticism, for they express anger against the preaching of
self-righteous teachers. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of
contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. Finally, the relativity of time and the
description of a peaceful destination provide the reader with a feeling of expectancy to reach that place.
Infectious diseases were increasingly common as cities began to grow and medical science had little
understanding of them, let alone effective ways of treating or preventing their spread. Because I could not stop
for Death - He kindly stopped for me - The end line of stanza three and opening line of stanza four. When
citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Nature looks different to the witnesses
because they have to face nature's destructiveness and indifference. Even though death can be understood as a
negative experience, I interpret that in this poem it is presented as a liberating journey and, even though there
seems to be no afterlife, the poem paradoxically presents death as a natural process that contributes to the
continuation of life in other forms. The second stanza focuses on the concerned onlookers, whose strained
eyes and gathered breath emphasize their concentration in the face of a sacred event: the arrival of the "King,"
who is death. Life in a small New England town in Dickinson's time contained a high mortality rate for young
people; as a result, there were frequent death-scenes in homes, and this factor contributed to her preoccupation
with death, as well as her withdrawal from the world, her anguish over her lack of romantic love, and her
doubts about fulfillment beyond the grave. Possibly her faith increased in her middle and later years; certainly
one can cite certain poems, including "Those not live yet," as signs of an inner conversion. Children go on
with life's conflicts and games, which are now irrelevant to the dead woman. The last line affirms the
existence of immortality, but the emphasis on the distance in time for the dead also stresses death's mystery.
The borderline between Emily Dickinson's treatment of death as having an uncertain outcome and her
affirmation of immortality cannot be clearly defined. Rather, it raises the possibility that God may not grant
the immortality that we long for. Themes and Questions Death - How should we approach death? According
to Plato, for instance, horses are a simile of the soul. The oppressive atmosphere and the spiritually shaken
witnesses are made vividly real by the force of the metaphors "narrow time" and "jostled souls. Her dress and
her scarf are made of frail materials and the wet chill of evening, symbolizing the coldness of death, assaults
her. In , J. This could be the speaker's last day on earth. Puzzled scholars are less admirable than those who
have stood up for their beliefs and suffered Christlike deaths. But amidst all the disagreement, one idea critics
seem to agree upon is the recognition of this remarkable poet's love of language. Evidently written three or
four years before Emily Dickinson's death, this poem reflects on the firm faith of the early nineteenth century,
when people were sure that death took them to God's right hand. The daily bread is suspended. The ship that
strikes against the sea's bottom when passing through a channel will make its way over that brief grounding
and enter a continuation of the same sea. Still others think that the poem leaves the question of her destination
open. The last three lines contain an image of the realm beyond the present life as being pure consciousness
without the costume of the body, and the word "disc" suggests timeless expanse as well as a mutuality
between consciousness and all existence.


